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REQUIREMENTS (SUBJECTS THAT ARE ASSUMED TO BE KNOWN)

News reporting
Interpretative Journalism

OBJECTIVES

One of the major problems of modern society is that scientific and technological production is increasing exponentially
and, nonetheless, people are more and more removed from knowledge of these advances because we do not have
the ability to take them in with the speed with which they occur. One way to reduce this difference is to publish this
information in the media. That is precisely why the aim of this course is to provide students with the basic tools
necessary to handle scientific and technological news. The programme not only includes aspects of journalistic writing,
but it also aims to place the subject within a context of science, technology and society. Most scientific information
reaches the public via television. Thus, the course, in addition to the written media, reinforces content in an audiovisual
framework, interactive technology or scientific photography.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS: PROGRAMME

Topic I: Science as something with journalistic interest
Topic II: Sources in scientific journalism
Topic III: Scientific academic journals as sources
Topic IV: Internet and the scientific journalism
Topic V: Writing skills in scientific journalism
Topic VI: Journalistic genres applied to scientific information
Topic VII: Science news published in different media options: press, webs, television and radio.
Topic VIII: Scientific journalism as a profession itself.
Topic IX: Data Journalism
Topic X: Health Communication

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND METHODOLOGY

Students must write scientific news using all the journalistic genres: report, interview, chronicle, bibliographic
summary, news, etc. There will also be comparative analysis of the science sections of different newspapers. Each
month there will be an exam on scientific current events.
An attempt will be made to visit an inportant Spanish scientific centre.
SEMINAR:
The students must take a seminar on scientific topics which tend to be newsworthy and which generally correspond to
the book Science through Journalism, mentioned in the bibliography.
Topic 1. - Space and the Solar System. Concepts. The International Space Station and the missions to Mars.
Topic 2. - The Earth: its formation and the tectonic plates. Volcanism and earthquakes
Topic 3. - Life: concepts on the appearance of life on Earth, embryonic stem cells. Cloning.
Topic 4. - Ecology and environment. The greenhouse effect, disappearance of the ozone layer and climate change.
Topic 5.- Diet: Food crises. "Mad Cow" Disease, information about rapeseed oil, etc.
Topic 6. - Matter and energy: Nuclear fusion and fission. The ITER project. Oil: information about oil spills.
Topic 7.- Scientific policy. National R+D plans, Spanish research in the CSIC and universities. Brief introduction to the
history of Spanish science.
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ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

The students must attend the classes and hand in 80% of the practical exercises within the time allotted. The practical
sessions will count for 40% of the final grade as long as the theory exam has received a passing score. The theory
exam will also include the content of the seminar.

% end-of-term-examination: 60

% of continuous assessment (assigments, laboratory, practicals…): 40
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